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	This innovative text for Neonatal Nurses and NICU clinicians introduces new, evidence-based care protocols proven to mitigate or reduce the profound morbidities and subsequent developmental challenges that afflict newborns in the NICU. The book reframes the concept of developmentally supportive care to trauma-informed, age-appropriate care of the hospitalized premature infant. Aimed at transforming NICU practice, the book links developmental care to quality standards and Joint Commission requirements. The text is also unique in its provision of engaging online learning activities that facilitate the translation of content into clinical practice, whereby the user can also earn CEUs.
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Therapist's Guide to Posttraumatic Stress Disorder InterventionAcademic Press, 2009

	Sharon Johnson is the author of the best selling Therapist's Guide to Clinical Intervention now in its second edition. In this new book on PTSD, she lends her practical outline format to understanding PTSD assessment, treatment planning, and intervention. The book begins with a summary information on PTSD definition, and prevalence,...
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XML Data Management: Native XML and XML-Enabled Database SystemsAddison Wesley, 2003
The past few years have seen a dramatic increase in the  popularity and adoption of XML, the eXtensible Markup Language. This explosive  growth is driven by its ability to provide a standardized, extensible means of  including semantic information within documents describing semi-structured data.  This makes it possible to...
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Artificial Vision: Image Description, Recognition, and Communication (Signal Processing and its Applications)Academic Press, 1996
Artificial vision is a rapidly growing discipline, aiming to build computational models of the visual capabilites in humans, as well as the machines that emulate them. Recent research work suggests that vision is a complex functionality, involving active sensing and attentional mechanisms, and is strictly related to cognitive processes like...
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Focus On Close-Up and Macro Photography (Focus On series): Focus on the FundamentalsFocal Press, 2012

	Want to get the best out of your digital camera? Not quite sure how to capture up-close shots? Want easy to follow, expert advice on the best ways to creatively capture macro shots you can be proud of?

	

	This is your ticket to go beyond a snapshot to create a fine art print that you'll be so proud of. Macro and close-up...
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Mike Meyers' A+ Certification Passport, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Get on the road to becoming A+ certified with this concise, affordable study tool. Certification training guru Mike Meyers along with Martin Acuna will guide you on your career path, providing expert tips and sound advice along the way. With an intensive focus on only what you need to know to pass the test, this Certification Passport...
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Electrical and Electronic Principles and TechnologyRoutledge, 2010

	For students following pre-degree vocational electronic and electrical engineering courses at levels 2 and 3; foundation degree students and undergraduates.


	The BTEC National Engineering course has a brand new syllabus and this text is now fully updated to reflect these changes. It introduces electrical principles and...
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